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ARTICLE V.-COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS ON WHEAT.
So much of this report as relates to the tests of 1890 was prepared for
publication last winter, but the press of other lines of State printing was
at that time so great that we were forced to lay this aside. It is now published, in connection with a partial report of the experiments of this
season, hoping that it may reach the farmers of the State in season to be
of service to them in preparing for the crop of next year.
FIELD TR'lT AT THE STATION IN

1890.

The general plan of these experiments is outlined on pages 25 to 29
of the present volume of this bulletin. The arrangement of the plots
and the distrib.ution of the ftlrtilizers is the same on the sections devoted
to corn, oats and wheat. There is, however, this difference in the soil of
the three sections, that while the soil of the sections devoted to oats and
corn lies upon gravel and slopes both to the west and north, that of the
wheat SEction liEs upon bowlder clay and the clay upon slaty rocks of the
Huron shales, which are probably ten or fifteen feet below the surface.
The land slopes gently to the north; on the south is a single row of
trees, forty feet distant from the ends of the plots, and on the east, distant 100 feet or more, is a grove of timber, chiefly beech and elm. To
the west and north there is no obstruction to the wind.
The field was in clover in 1887; it was tile-drained, on the plan
already described, in the spring of 1888, and in the fall of that year the
section under consideration was sown to wheat. The crop harvested from
this seeding was reported upon in the bulletin of this Station for February, 1890. Briefly stated, the average yield from the eight unfertilized
plots was at the rate of forty-three bushels per acre, and that from the
fourteen plots receiving fertilizers or manure was 43.9 bushels, an average
increase for the fertilizers of less than a bushel per acre.
The land was plowed again soon after the wheat was harvested; it
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received six or seven workings with the harrow and roller during August
and September, and was again sown with wheat September 25, the fertilizers being distributed broadcast just before sowing, each plot receiving
the same treatment that had been given it the previous se:J.Son, except
that in this test the nitrate of soda was not sown until the following
April, whereas in the test of 1889 the fertilizers were all applied in the

fall.
The winter of 1889-90 will be remembered as being a phenomenally
epen one, there being so little frost until March that the wheat grew continuously. Early in the winter a marked difference in growth became
apparent between the plots which had received superphosphate and those
which had no fertilizer, or potash only, the growth on the phosphated
plots being much the more vigorous.
In March the severest cold of the winter was experienced, and wheat
throughout the State was severely injured. Some varieties on the Station
farm were almost totally destroyed, while with others the injury was
estimated at from 10 to 60 per cent. of the crop. The variety used in
this experiment-Pcnquik-'s Velvet-was injured to the estimated extent
of 10 or 15 per ceo t. in other locations on the farm, but in the series of
plots included in this t::.-st there was apparently no injury from the frost,
either on the fertilized or unfertilized plots.
On April 12 nitrate of soda was distributed to the plots designed to
receive it, the application having been delayed until this date on account
of the easy solubility of this salt, and its consequent li~ility to being
washed away by rains and drainage waters. Within a few days the effect
of this application became apparent in the luxuriant, dark green color of
the foliage, and this extra luxuriance was maintained until the grain
began to ripen.
The wheat on the plots that had received superphosphate reached
maturity two or three days earlier than that unfertilized, or treated with
potash or nitrate only; but these latter continued to grow and develop
until much of the apparent superiority of the phosphated plots was over-

come..
Diagram I shows the arrangement of the plots and the distribution
of the fertilizers. The plots are sixteen feet wide by 272! feet long, containing one-tenth acre each, and are separa.ted by alleys two feet wide.
Under evey alternate aJ.iey is a tile-drain, represen,ted by dotted lines in
·the~

Table I shows the quantity per acre of each fertilizing material used,
•the amount of nitrogen, phosphoric acid or potash contained, and the
total cost per acre of the application.
Table II shows the results of the harvest.
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DIAGRAM I.-FIELD EXPER.IMEN'l:b WITH FERTILIZERS.
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FERl'ILIZERa ON WHEA.T.-TABLE I.-QuANTITY AND

Plot

Fertilizen;.

No.

I1Quantity. I

CosT PER AcRE.

Essen tis.! ingredients.

Cost.
Nitrogen. Phos acid

J

Potash.

--1l~-Un-fe-r-ti-li-z-ed...-•.-..-..-...-..-..-..-...-..-..-..-. .-.• -...-••-..-.... ..:.~~~~~:.. . •.:.~~~~~.... ..:.~~~~~~:......:..~~~~:... .. .........
--2-~ Superphosphate! .. ...............................

-s-\ ~ruriate of potash.................................

160

$4 30

50

320

3 60

80

---

j Unfertiliz'd ........................................................................... l-.-..-••-...-..-.•-••-•.-1.-••-••-••-...-••-••-••-. 1-.•-..-.-...-..

4

5

Nitrate of Soda ...................................

!

16()2

6

Nitrate of f'oda ...................................
Superphosphate................................... 1
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320

7

Unfertilozed ......................................

8

Rup<;rphosphate ................................. \
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1...............
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~~
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TA.BLE

II.-Coli!XERCU.L FERTILIZEBS ON WHEAT.

Experiments at tlu Statiua in 1890-Yield and lmreaBil per .Aerll.

Grain.
Plot
No.

Straw.
Plot
No.

Fertilizers.
Increase. Yield.

Increase.

Buahtl.s. Bmlit!ls. Poontls.
81.9 .............. 3,602
3.7
3,885
35.6
0.3
32.1
3062
31.8 ............... 3,282
36.5
4.3
3,930
6.0
38.6
4,385
3.3.0 ............... 3,340
4,152
364
36
3,852
36.8
4.2
324 ............. 3,667
5,6
4,725
3li.9
5.6
4,835
3'>.7
29.9
3.092
4,592
34.9
3,720
338
32 4
3,307
3'7.4
55
4,175
4,312
5.8
37.3
31.0 ........ ... 2,950
34.7
52
3,850
5.9
3775
3:39
............. 2,677
265

.Po'l£nds.
.............
390
327
...........
630

Yield.

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22

Unfertilized ...................................
Superphosphate (dissolved bone-black)
Pot&li (muriate) ..............................
Unfertilized ....................................
Nitrate of soda.................................
Nitrate and superphosphate..............
Unfertilized ..................................
Superphosphate and potash.................
Nitrate and potash...........................
Unfertilized .................................
Superphosphate, potaah and nitrate( 160)
Superphosphate,pata.shandnitrate(320)
Unfertilized ............... ~ .................
Superphosphate, potash and nitrate( 480)
Superphosphate, potash and ammonia_
Unfertilized ...................................
Rock phosphate, potash and nitrate.....
Slag phosphate, potash and nitrate ......
Unfertilized ...................................
Barn-yard manure.............................
Linseed oil-meal ..............................
Unfertilized ..................................
Average of unfertilized plots .........

.:::::~:(1

1,064

............
703

~94

............
1,250
1,551

.............
1,428
485

.............
987
1,243

..............
991
1,007

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
!ll

............ 22
............ .......

- - - - --- - - 31.1

............

3,240

The criticism has been made upon the experiments made at the Stn
tion that it is idle to expect any profitable return from fertilizers applied
to a soil naturally so rich as that of the farm occupied by the Station.
This criticism was anticipated when these experiments were instituted,
and accordingly a test, duplicating the most important parts of this one,
was begun at the same time on a tract of land in Columbiana county,
placed at the disposal of the Station by its owner for this purpose. The
soil on which this test is located has been derived from the decomposition
of underlying slate, and is a light colored clay or clay loam, of moderate
productiveness: the crops of wheat grown upon it under ordinary farm
management having averaged from 15 to 20 bushels to the acre. It is
naturally underdrained by the cleavage of the underlying rocks, but the
contour is not so uniform as that of the section devoted to similar testa at
the Station, and hence the results are less regu.la.r. Table III shows the
arrangement of the plots, and gives the yield for 1890; the fertilizers bei?g
applied at the same rate as on the corresponding plotl of the test at the
1
Statio~
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TABLE

III.-CoMM:ERCIAL FERTILIZERS ON W:EO!:AT IN CoLUMBIANA. CouNTY.

Experiments by H. }": Bentley- Y1eld and Increase per Acre.

)

Grain.

Plot
No.

Fertilizers.
Yield.

-11
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

I

Bushel><.
138
280
18 7
202
215
222
17.2
158
190
148
183
172
103
115

Unfertilized ...•••.••.......•........••...
Buperphosphate (dissolved bon€-blsck)
Potaoh (muriate) ...........................
Unfertilized ..................•................
Nitrate of sod& .....................•........
Nitrate and auperphosphate .......•......
Unfertihzed ...................................
Superphosphate and potash ..............
Nitrate and potash ................•..•......
Unfertilized . . . . . . . . . . . . •. .•. •. . . .. ...•......
Superph~phate, potash and nitrate ....
Barnyard manure ...........................
Unfertilized .................................
Common salt..................................
Average of unfertilized plots ....... ,

---153

Increase.
Bmhels.
•••••o•n•••"••

€;.1
06

................
23
40

............. .......
0
3.4

..................
50
53

...................
12

-..•.•- .....
··~A

Straw.

I Yield.

Increase.
PIYUnd8.

Pounds.
2,240
3320
2920
\!,800
3,940
4,080
2,480
2,520
3,300
1,960
3,600
2.300
1,500
1,480

.................

1,526

.................

...........

895

3u7

..................

1.247
1,493
213
1,167

...................

1,193
647

..................
0
-,---- - - -

I

It will be seen by comparing this table with the previous one that,
with but two exceptions, a t;roaller increase has followed the use of artificial
fertilizers on this soil, the unaided produce of which was a little more than
fifteen bushels per acre, than on the soil of the Station farm, which, unfertilized, gave thirty-one bu~hels. The two exceptions are plots 2 and 3.
On plot 3 the difference is insignific:mt, while the fact that plots 6, 8, and
11, all receiving superphosphate, gave smaller ratios of increase than the
similarly treated plots in the Station test, indicates that the superiority
of plot 2 is a.ocidental.
The weight of the straw in these tests was determined by wei~hing
the grain on the wagon before threshing, and as each weight thus taken
must be multiplied by ten to give the rate per acre, the small errors which
must inevitably result from such a method of weighing are considerably
magnified in the computation. Still it will be seen that the weights of
straw are reasonably consistent with those of grain in both experi:tnents.
The grain weights were in all cases determined by careful weighing on
accurate scales.
HOW MUCH NITROGEN, PHOSPHORIC ACID AND POTASH ARE REQUIRED TO
PRODUCE A BUSHEL OF WHEAT,

The application of phosphoric acid alone on plot 2 of the Station test
baa increased the crop by 3.7 bushels; when potash was added to the
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phosphoric acid, on plot 8, the increase was 3.6 bushels. Nitrogen alone
has increased the crop 4 3 bushels on plo~ 5, and mtrogen and potash on
plot 9 have produced an increase of 4 2 bushels. Nitrogen and phosphoric
acid, usEd together, have increased the crop 6 bushels on plot 6, and
nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash have increased it 5 5 to 5 8 bushels
on plots 11, 12, 17, and 18. Potash, used alone, has apparmtly increased
the crop less than one-third of a bushel, and it has not increased the
effectiveness of nitrogen and phosphoric acid, whether these were used
separately or in connection. So far, therefore, as the rtsults of this test
may be taken as a guide, we may conclude that wheat as yet finds sufficient potash for its need in the natural stores of the soil.
The addition of fifty pounds of phosphor:c acid in superphosphate
seems to have increased the crop by three and two-thirds bushels, when
used alone, or by about five and two-thirds bushels when used in connection
with nitrogen. In other words, it has required nearly fourteen pounds of
phosphoric acid to produce a bushel of wheat, when used alone, and nearly
nine pounds when used in connection with nitrogen. A bushel of wheat,
with its straw, contains less than one pound of phosphoric acid, so that but
a very small proportion of the phosphoric acid sown in the fertilizer has
been reaped in the crop. The explanation of this lies in the fact that the
clay of the soil converts a large proportion of the phosphoric acid applied
in fertilizers into insoluble combinations, in which form the plant can "'Ot
reach it.
In the experiments of Lawes and Gilbert, at Rothamsted, an annual
application of more than sixty pounds of phosphoric acid (used in connection with potash) has added but two bushels to the average yield of
wheat over a period of nearly forty years; whereas, the same application,
used in connection with both potash and nitrogen, the latter at the rate
of nearly eighty-six pounds per acre, has increased the average crop by
twenty-three bushels. In other words, when used over this long period
in the continuous production of wheat, it has :required thirty pounds of
phosphoric acid when used alone, or with potash only, to produce a bushel
of wheat, against about three pounds when used in connection with an
excess of nitrogen.
The addition of twenty-five pounds of nitrogen as nitrate seems to
have increased the crop, in our experiments of this year, by about four
and one-fourth bushels when used alone, or by five and two-thirds bushels
when used in connection with phosphoric acid. It has therefore required
about six pounds of nitrogen, used altme, or four and one-half pounds
used in connection with phosphoric acid, to produce a bushel of wheat.
In the Rothamsted experiments the addition of eighty-six pounds of
nitrogen, used as nitrate and alone, has increased the average crop by
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nearly ten and one-.half bushels over the forty-year period, while the same
quantity of nitrogen, used in connection with sixty pounds of phosphoric
acid, (with potash in addition) has increased the crop by twenty-three
bushels. That is to say, it has required eight pounds of nitrogen used
alone, or nearly four pounds when used in connection with phosphoric
acid and potash, to produce a bushel of wheat. But a bushel of wheat,
with its straw, contains less than two pounds of nitrogen, so that under
the most favorable outcome, it has been necessary to apply twice as much
nitrogen in, the fertilizer as was recovered in the crop.
In the case of nitrogen, the unrecovered portion is largely carried
away by rains and drainage water, whereas, by judicious cropping, much
of the phosphoric acid may be recovered in subsequent crops. This point
is well illustrated by one of the Rothamsted experiments, in which two
plo's, side by side, have been treated on alternate years w1th nitrogen on
the one hand and phosphoric acid and potash on the other for a long series
of years. The result is that the average crop for the years when nitrogen
was applied has been thirty and three-eighths bushels, and for the years
whm phosphoric acid and potash were used, :fifteen and three-eighths
bushels, the yield of the continuously unmanured plot being thirteen
bushels. Nitrogen in this case was used in the form of ammonia salts,
and a similar application of ammonia with phosphoric acid and potash,
used continuously, has given an average yield of thirty-two and threefourths bushels, while potash and phosphoric acid, used continuously without nitrogen, have given a yield of fifteen and one-eighth bushels. This
point may be shown more clearly by Table IV:
TABLE

IV.-CoMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS oN WHEAT AT RoTHAMSTED.

Average Yuld per Acre for 36 years.
Grain.
Plot
No.

Ft-rtilizers••
Yield.

Bushels.
Unmanured continuously •......••......
5 Superphosph!!.te and potash ...............
lO.t Ammonia salts.......•..•.............•.......
7 Ammonia. salts with superphosphate
and potash •.•.....•.........•...•.........
17-18 Ammonia salts following superphosphate and potash •.•..•.•.........•...
17-18 Superphosphate and potash following
ammonia salts ••..•••••••.•.........•..
3

Straw.

13
15k
20~

Increase.

Yield.

Bu,:,hels.

Po'l!,nds.

......
2~
7k

1.302
1,414
2,100

~·~

~···

Increase.
Pounds.

........ ....
~

112
7i)8

32~

19i

3,710

2,408

30i

17i

3,232

1,930

15i

2i

1,498

196
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The ammonia salts were used at the rate of 400 pounds per acre in
every case; the superphosphate (dissolved bone ash) at the rate of 392
pounds, and the potash, in combination with soda and magnesia, at the
rate of 400 pounds.
Comparing the plot receiving superphosphate and potash continu~
ously (No.5), with the one in which the superphosphate and potash have
alternated with ammonia salts, it will be seen that the yield is almost the
same, and that the application of nitrogen in ammonia salts hw been of
practical benefit only to the crop to which it was applied.
Comparing these plots again, w1th reference to the effect of the superphosphate and potash, and at the same time, comparing plot 7, which has
received an annual dressing of these salts with 17 and 18, on which they
have been used only in alternate years, it would seem that the quantity
of superphosphate and potash mi§ht be considerably reduced without loss
to the crop. But when the ammonia salts were reduced to 200 pounds
in this experiment, the quantity of superphosphate and potash remaining
the same, the yield fell off to 24 bushels, thus showing that nitrogen is the
important element in a fertilizer for wheat on this English soil.
How to get this nitrogen at least cost, and how to use it most
economically when obtained, is, I apprehend, the most important problem
before the Ohio wheat grower to-day.
FIELD TEST .AT THE STATION IN

1891.

The preparation for the crop of 1891 was a repetition of that for
except that the nitrate of soda was divided, eight pounds per plot,
or eighty pounds per acre being sown with the wheat in the fall, and the
remainder being applied in the spring. The land was plowed eight or
nine inches deep soon after harvest, and was harrowed and rolled at intervals until September 24, receiving seven harrowinga and two rollings. On
that date the fertilizers were applied and the wheat was drilled in at the
rate of five pecks per acre, the variety used being Penquite'a Velvet (Velvet Chaff), the same that has been used in the previous tests of this series.
On October 24, it was noted that the plots that had received phosphoric acid and barnyard manure were plainly ahead. It was also noted
that the linseed oil-meal had affected the seed injuriously, reducmg the
stand on that plot by about 20 per cent. This effect of the 01l-meal had
already been noticed in our box experiments. It seems to render the soil
gummy, and to impede the sprouting of th~ seed, when used in large
quantity.
The nitrate of soda was applied in the spring, beginning April16.
Judging from the experience of 1890, we expected the wheat to lodge on
plots 1~ and 14, and in the hope of getting some clue to a remedy for this
1~0,
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tendency these plots were divided into three sections each and treated as
follows: On the :first section the nitrate was sown in one application,
April16, but mixed with common salt, the salt being used at the rate of
270 and 480 pounds per acre; on the other two sections the application of
nitrate was divided into two installments, sown April16 and 29, on plct
12, and into three installments, sown April16, April 29 and May 20, on
plot 14. On one section of each plot, salt was used with the nitrate at
each dressing and at the rate already given, while on the remaining section
no salt was used.
The result was negative. The wheat all went down, practically simultaneously, and it could not be discovered that either the div1dlng of the
nitrate or the adding of the salt had been of any benefit in checking the
tendency to lodge.
In thk connection it should be stated that nitrate of soda has been
used for about forty years in succession on one of the plots in the Rothamsted experiments of Lawes and G1lbert, at the rate of 550 pounds per
acre-our heaviest application bemg 480 pounds-and the yield from this
English plot has averaged more than 36 bushels per acre during the entire
period. Lawes and Gilbert do not recommend eitha the division of the
nitrate or the adding of salt, although both methods have been advocated
by other English experimenters of less experience.
As in 1890, the plots that had received phosphoric acid ripened two
or three days e:l.rlier than those not so treated; the growth of straw was
rank and luxuriant, and we fully expected a consideuble mcrease of grain
on such of these plots as had not lodged; we were therefore completely
taken by surprise by the results of the threshing, which are given in
Table V.
It w1ll be observed that in every case where bone superphosphate was
used there is a decided falling off in yield of grain, accompanied by an
increase in weight of straw. There is also a loss in grain with the bJ.rnyard manure and with the potash, when used alone, while nitrate of soda
alone or with powh gives a slight increase. The rock and slag phos?hates also show a. slight gain and the linseed oiJ. meal a decided increase.
It appears that the fertilizers have stimulated an excessive growth of
straw at the expense of the grain. If Tables II and V are compared, it
will be seen th::.t the·avera.ge growth of straw on theunfert:tlized plots has
been considerably greater this year than last, notwithstanding the fact
that this is the third successive crop of wheat taken from these plots since
they ha.ve had manure of any sort; and to this increased tendency to
straw growth, due to the season, is added the stimulus of fertilizers which

accelerate such growth.
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T.A.BLE

V.-COJIIMERCIAL FERTILIZERS ON WREA.T.

Experiments at the Statirm in 1891-Yield and Increase per .Acre.

I
Plot
No.

I
Fertilizers.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18

19
20
21
22

Grain.

Increace
Yield. +,or de
creabe-

Straw.

Increa~>e

Yield. +,or de·
creasa-

--Unfertilized ..........................................
Superphosphate (dissolved bone-black) ......
Potash (muriate) ................ ........ .. ......
Unfertilized .........................................
Nitrate of soda .....................................
Nitrate and superphosphate ....................
Unfertilized ........................................
Huperphosphate and potash ....................
Nitrate and potash ................................
Unfertilized .........................................
Superphosphate, potash and nitrate (160) ...
Superphosphate, potash and nitrate (3:W) ...
Unfertilized .......................................
Superphosphate, potssh and nitrate (480) ...
Superphosphate, potssh and ammonia ........
Unfertilized .........................................
Rock phoss:-ate, potash and nitrate (160) ...
Slag phosp ate, potash and nitrate {160) ...
U nfe'rtilized .........................................
Barnyard manure- ...............................
Linseed oil meal ..................................
Unfertilized ..........................................
.Average of unfertilized plots ..............

BW<hels.
31.8
29.3
302
32.0
33.7
81.2
353
305
334
31.2
288
29.7
81.5
288
298
308
83.2
317
315
27.3
847
27.1

81.4

Pounds.

Bushels. Pooruls.

...................
-2.6
-1.7

.................
+06
-30

......-3.4
·······
+0.8

·······
....
-25
-1.7

.............
-2.5
-1.2

..............

+22
+M

..............
-2.7
+6.1

.............

-..............

4,540
4,995
3,740
3,980
3,980
5,330
4,230
4,570
4,395
3,!i80
5,670
5,965
3,710
5,8!!0
4,660
8,200
4,860
4,800
8,360
4810
4,670
2,775
8,672

.

............

+631
-427

................

-83
+1,183

.................

+557
+565

..............

+2,047
+2;.298

...............

+2280
+1,290

......+1,607
··-···
+1,~93

+1,645
+1,680

............

.................

The excessive growth of straw, however, does not wholly account for
the phenomena observed in this experiment; for the straw on plots 2, 8
and 20 is not enough heavier than that on plots 17 and 18 to account for
the inferiority in yield of the former, while plots 3 and 15 show consider·
ably less straw than 17 and 18, yet lose while the latter gain.
It has already been stated that the wheat lodged badly in 1890 on
plots 12 and 14. It lodged this year on the sam.e plots again, and also on
plots 6, 11 and 20, &J.though these plots stood well la.st year. Plots 2, 8
and 15 were not more than five per cent. Io?ged. this year, so that the ~a
crease in yield on these plots can not be ascribed to lodging.
This experiment is a striking illustration of the danger in depending
upon the eye alone in judging of the relative values of different methods
of treatment.
It is expected that this year's results of the duplicate e:x!pe:rlment in
Columbiana county will show better returns from the use of fertilizers than
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those of the Station test, but it has not been possible to thresh out .that
experiment in season to publish its results in this bulletin.
·In Table VI are given for each plot and for both seasons the wejght of
straw per bushel of grain, the estimated percentage of straw lodged and
the weight of grain per bushel:
T.A.BLE

VL-CoMMEltCIAL FERTILIZERS ON WHEAT.

Straw to Bushel-Percentage Lodged- Weight of Bushel.

1891.

1890.
Plot

No.

Straw to
bushel.

Straw
lodged.

Weight of
Bu&hel.

Straw to
bushel.

Fer cent

PounrJ,j.

Pounds

64f
64:!

140
170
124
124
118
171
12{)
15{)
132
114
197
192
118
202
156
104
146
151
107
176
134
102

-Founds
1

113

2

7

109
9j
J03
108
113
101

8

114

3

4
5
6
9
10
ll

12
13

14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
'II

105
113

128
135

104
131
110
102
112
116
91)

111
111
101
104

.........................
........................
......................
............................
......................
....................
........................
......................
.
...........
............. ..... ...
.........................
.....................
............ .......
so
········~

~

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cO.

...... .............
....................
......................
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .c ••

.,

··················
..................
.................
..................

611

641
64
64
64!
64!-

Mt
64

64!

62~

63t
62i
6J~

63t
63~

64
64
63t
63

"63!
64!

116

1

Straw
lodged.

Weight of
bushel.

Per cent.

Pounds.

............ ........
5
.........................

.....................
20
80

..........................
5
5

.................
100
100

.....................
100

!.................
.........................
5

5

.................
60

62!

61

61~

61
62
61!62t
62!
61!
6l:f
60
60~

6lt
601
6lt
62f

62~
62~
62~

60f

...................
................... .....................
20

......

~····

......

62t

"' .A.verage of unfenflli;ed plots.

FERTILIZERS ON WHEAT IN ROTATION.

The section devoted to experiments on crops in rotation lies north of
and adjoining the one devoted to continuous culture of wheat. The order
of rotation adopted is as follows:
First yeart corn; second year, oats; third year, wheat; fourth year,
clover; fifth year, timothy. The section is divided into five blocks, A, B,
C, D and E, each containing seven plots of one-twentieth acre each. In
each block plots 1, 4 and 7 are continuously unmanured; plot 2 receives
superphosphate (dissolved bone-black) at the rate of 300 pounds per a.cre
a.nd muria.te of potash a.t the rate of 160 pounds per acre1 applied to the
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corn crop only; plot 3 received the same fertilizers, with the addition of
nitrate of soda at the rate of 160 pounds per acre, applied to tne wheat
crop only, the nitrate being applied in the spring; plot 6 receives barnyard manure at the rate of 8 tons per acre, applied to the wheat crop only.
The crop of wheat in this series harvested this season on block A was
the first to have received the full course of fertilizers, including those applied to corn, the block having been in corn in 1889, oats in 1890 and
wheat in 1891. This block lies in the southwest corner of the section,
and its plots are continuations of the plots of like numbers in the section
devoted to continuous culture in wheat.
The following table gives the treatment and yield of this block for
1891:
TABLE

VII.-CoMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS oN WHE.A.T IN RoTATION.

Yield and Increase (

+), vr

Decrease (-)per A ere.

Block A., 1891.
Graio.
Plot

No.

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

Fertilizers.

Unfertilized ...................................
Superphosphate and potash on corn
only .........................................

sup;~r;~.~~~:~.~~~•.:.~~~~-~~-~~~~~-

Straw.

Yield.

Increase
or
decrease.

Bmkels.
36.7

...............

37.8

'

Yield.

In:Jrease.

Bushels.

Puunds.
4,800

................

+0.2

3,730

-913

-24

Unfertilized........ • ..... • .... ..... . .•...•
i::luperphosphate, potash and nitrate
on wheat only............................
Barnyard manure on wheat only........
Unfertilized ....................................

36.2
39.5

................

5,830
4,330

36.3
38.0
35.5

-1.8
+1.2

6,120
4,520
4.070

A.verage of unfertilized plots ............ f

37.2

PourtiU.

+1,343
·····-·····~

+1,877
+4ti3

········ ......

- - ---...............
1:::::::~:::::. -4,400

It will be observed that in the case of the wheat grown in rotation, as
well as in that of wheat grown continuously, the use of superphosphate
and nitrate of soda in combination has produced this season an excessive
growth of straw, with a decrease in the yield o.f grain. Tb.e yield of grain,
however, on both the fertilized and unfertilized plots, is much greater in
\he rotation than in the continuous cropping. Indeed, if the yields of the
unfertilized plots in this rotatio3;l are compared with the yields of tre fertilized plots of 1890, it will be seen that the rotation has produced this year
as great an increase without fertilizers as was produced by the most favor-
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able use of fertilizers last year, and when we note the close agreement in
yiell of the unfertilized plots for tha two seasons in the continuous cropping it would seem that such a comparison is perfectly legitimate.
In "Agdell" field of the Rothamsted farm wheat has been grown in
a four-years' rotation, with and without manures, during the same period
in which it was grown co.ntinuously in ''Broadbalk" :ield. The average
yield of the unmanured plot in "Agdell" field for the eight courses, 18521883, was twenty-six bushels per acre, or just double that of the continuously unmanured plot in "Broadbalk" field.
EFFECT OF FERTILIZERS ON GRASS FOLLOWING WHEAT.

Adjoining the block, the yield of which is given in Table VII, is a
block (B) of seven plots, continuous with plots eight to fourteen inclusive,
of the experiment in continuous cropping, which were in oats in 1889,
wheat in 1890 and timothy in 1891. Clover was sown on these plots in
the spring of 1890, but very little of it grew. The stand of timothy, however, was good and the growth fair. The plan of fertilizing and the
quantities applied per acre are the same for every block in this rotation
work. The yield of the plots in block B is given in Table VIII:
TABLE VIII.-EFFECT

OF FERTILIZERS ON

TIMOTHY

FOLLOWING WHEAT.

Yield and Increase of Hay Per Acre.
Block B, 1891.

Plot

No.

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

Fertilizers.

Unfertilized .............................................................. .
Unfertilized*.............................................................. .
Superphosphate and potash, on wheat only..................... ..
Unfertilized ............................................................... ..
Supetphosphate, potash and nitrate, on wheat only-........... .
Barnyard manure, on wheat only..................................... .
Unfertilized ................................................................. .
Average of unfertilized plots, 1, 4 and 5 .....................

Yield.

Pounds.
3,270
~,850

Increase.

Poonds.

....
................
~·········

3,650
3,400
3,200
3,100
2,700

······-··. 30
···
230
.................

530

3,123

..................

.. No fertUJ.Zers were applied to this plot for the com crop of 1888.

It would appear that the fertilizers applied to the wheat had been of
some service to the grass crop following; but there is considerable irregu-~
larity in the yields of the different plots, lnd further experiment in this
line is required.

In 1890 the various fertilizers used produced, in every case, some lll·
crease of crop. When nitrate of soda was used alone its cost was recovered
in the increase of crop, counting wheat at $1.00 per bushel, but in no other
case, in the Station test, was the cost of any of the fertilizers or combinations of fertilizers recovered, except in that of bamyMd manure.
In the test in Columbiana county the increase of crop on plot 2 apparently justified the use of <>uperphosphate; but this increase was not
confirmed by the duplicate plots 5 and 8, hence we are led to doubt
whetber this increase may not ha. ve been due to natural superiority in the
soil of this plot. In general, the fertilizers added less to the unaided
yield of the Columbiana county soil than they did to that of the Station
soil, notwithstanding the fact that the unfertilized plots on the Station
farm yielded twice as much wheat on an anrage as did those on the farm
in Columbiana county.
In the tests of 1891 at the Station the fertilizers have, in every case,
caused a decrease of crop where superphosphate was used. Nitrate of
soda, alone or with potash, has produced a ~Slight increase, but in no case
has the increase been sufficient to justify the use of the fertilizer, and this
applies both to the wheat grown continuously on the same soil and to
that grown in rotation.
In the tests of 1891, the wheat grown in rotation, without fertilizers,
has yielded as large an average crop as the best obtained from the use of
the fertilizers in 1890, although the yield from the unfertilized plots under
continuous cropping was practically the same in both seasons.
SOME FERTILIZING MATERIALS AND THEIR USE.

The essential constituents of a fertilizer are nitrogen, phosphoric acid
and potash. Although plants require numerous other substances for their
growth, and some in larger quantity than any of the three mentioned, yet
it has been thoroughly demonstrated that all ordinary soils contain an
abundant supply of every thing but these three for the needs of farm
crops. Many soils contain a sufficient supply of one or all of these three,
and only need intelligent management to render their :resources available.
Following is a brief description of a few of the more common sources of
these fertilizing substances:
SOURCES OF NITROGEN.

Ammonia is a chemical combination of the gases nitrogen and hydrogen, about 80 per cent. of its weight being nitrogen. It is in this combi2*
B3 o.EXST.
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nation that nit1•ogen is found in many fe:rtili£ers, and therefor':! it has
become customary to speak of fertilizers as containing so much awmotna,
but it is only the nitrogen contained in this ammonia that is of any service to vegetation. It is true, ]JoWeYPr, thtJt tbiR combination of nitrogen
with hydrogen forms a subr- 1.n .m. "1i, "·' d1 rent in its action as a fern w1th Oll.) gen called nitrate, and,
tilizer, from the combination of
in fact, it has been demon:stratet. ,
"hli.zer for wheat, nitrogen isless effective in ammonia tbnn h1 :1 t, 1te
Sulphate of anunoma i" one oi: the common .,ources of ammonia. It
is formed as a by-product in the mannfa.ctme of illuminating gas, and
contains about 25 per cent. ammonia, «equivalent to 20 per cent. nitrogen.
It is now quoted in Baltimore at $70 per ton, retail, equivalent to $75 in
Ohio, and as a ton would contain 400 pounds nitrogen, the nitrogen would
cost about 19 cents per pound.
Dried blood contains 14 per cent. or a little more of ammonia, equivalent to 11t per cent. nitrogen, and is offered at $35 per ton in Baltimore.
It should be bought in Ohio at the same rate, as 1t is a product of the
Chicago slaughter-houses. This would make its nitrogen cost about 151
cents per pound.
Ground foh contains 10 to 12 per cent. ammonia, equivalent to 8 or 9
per cent. nitrogen, and is sold in Baltimore at $26 per ton, making its ni·
trogen cost 15 to 16 cents per pound.
Nitrate of 8oda is a coarse salt dug from the earth in Chili, and sometimes called Chili saltpetre. It contains 15 to 16 per cent. nitrogen, and
is now sold in Baltimore at $40 per ton, equivalent to.$45 in Ohio, making
its nitrogen cost 15 cents per pound or less. As already stated, nitrogen
has been found to be more effective as a fertilizer in the form of nitrate
than in that of ammonia, and nitrate of soda is one of the most effective
and convenient vehicles for conveying this element offertility to the soiL
Pound for pound, therefore, the nitrogen of nitrate of soda must be considered as more valuable to the farmer, under most circumstances, than
that of ammoniated fertilizers.
SOURCES OF PHOSPHORIC ACID.

DissollfJed ~lack is a refuse from sugar and oil refineries, dried and
treated with sulphuric acid, making a "superphosphate." It contains
about 16 per cent. phosphoric acid on an average, and is now offered in
Baltimore at $20 per ton, equivalent to $25 in Ohio, making its phosphoric
acid oost about8 cents per pound. In the form of superphosphate phospbonc acid is more readily available to vegetation than when not treated
with sulphuric acid, but when time is no particular object, the untreated
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forms of phosphoric acid are cheaper, as they remain in the soil with little
or no loss unhl finally consumed by growmg plants.
Actd phoophate is a rock found chiefly at Charleston, South Carolma,
and in Fl<mda, which is nch in phosphoric acid. It is ground fine and
treated with sulphunc amd, making a superphosphate. It contains 13 to
15 per cent. of phosphoric acid, and is quoted in Baltimore at $14.50 per
ton, equivalent to $19.50 in Ohio, making its phosphonc acid cost 6?! to 8
cents per pound.
1<7on-ts is the untreated Carolina rock, much used m the 5outh, and
offered at about $12 per ton in Baltimore, or $17 in Ohio It is variable
in composition, and should only be bought upon a guarauteed analysis.
It ought to contain 20 to 25 per cent. phosphorw acid, which would cost
in Ohio 2} to 3 cents per pound Unless very finely ground hs value will
be lessened
Slag menl, Thornas slag, Basic slag, Odorless phosphate are various names
for a by-product of steel manufacture under the Thomas-Gilchrist process.
It is largely u:sed in Germany, and was first introduced into this country
at a price whwh made It a very cheap source of phosphoric acid; but the
price ha'> been raised until phosphoric acid now costs in this form about
the same as in raw bone, or 5 cents per pound. It is offered in Baltimore
at $17.00 per ton, equivalent to $~~.00 in Ohio, and contains about 20 per
cent. phosphoric acid. It is sold under the name of "Odorless phosphate,"
by a Pennsylvania iron company. In our experiments this material,
ac1d phosphate and dissolved bone black have been used side by side,
with results thus far favorable to the s'lag and rock as sources of phos·
phoric acid. There is a popular prejudice against rock phosphates, but we
find nothing to justify such prejudice.
SOURCES OF NITROGEN .AND PHOSPHORIC .ACID IN COMBINATION.

Raw bone rneal is the standard for this class of fertilizers. It contains,
if of good quality, 4 to 5 per cent. a.mnonia, equivalt>nt to 31; to 4 per
cent. nitrogen, and about 22-per cent. phosphoric acid, which is sometimes
made to appear larger by calling it "bon'3 phosphate of lime," under
wh1ch name it mly show 45 to 55 per cent. It is .only the phosphate that
is of any value as a fertilizer; the lime is simply a carrier. The retail
price of bone meal in Ohio is about $32.00 to $33.00 per ton, freight paid.
Valuing the nitrogen at 15 cents per pound, the phosphoric acid would
oost at this rate 4-! to 5 cents per pound.
Gr<YIIind tankage is a slaughter-house refuse, containing 4 to 8 per cent.
atnmc>uia1 equivalent to 3]- to 6! per cent. nitrogen, and 8 to 20 per cent.
phos:phQri9 ~id. It should only be bought upo~ it guaranteed. ~palyq,
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SOURCEb OF POTASH.

Murtate of potm,a contamb about 50 per cent. actual potash. It is
sold in eastern market& at about $40 00 per ton, equivalent to $45.00 in
Ohio, making its potash cost about 41 cents per pound.
Sulphate of pot(JJ:,h, is of various grades. What is called "high grade"
contains 25 to 30 per cent actual pota~h, it is sold at $50 00 per ton, making its potash cost 8 to 10 cents per pound.
Ka~nu is a kw grade potash salt, dug from mines in Germany. It is
variable in compos1tion, but should contain about 12 per cent. of potash.
It is sold m Balt1more at $11 00, eqmvalent to $16 00 1n Ohio, makmg its
potash cost ovPr 6j cents per pound. Thus the potash m this material, is
actually more expens1Ye than that in the muriate, which costs nearly four
times as much per ton in the eastern market. In buymg Kainit we must
pay freight on about fout times as much useless material as in buying
muriate.
Oanada (JJ,kes is another source of potash, but the objection to Kainit
apphes with still more force to ashes.
OotJun, seed ml-meo.l is sometimes used as a fertilizer. It contains about
7 per cent. nitrogen, S per cent. phosphoric aCid and 2 per cent. potash.
Valmng these constituents at 15, I? and 41 cents pE'r pound, the relative
value for fertilizing purposes of a ton of cotton seed mPal, as comparei
With the market price of standard fertilizing materials, would be about
$26. It is offered at retail in Ohio at $25 00 per ton, or in car-load lots at
$2310.
L~nseed ml meal contains about 5 per cent. nitrogen, 2 per cent phosphoric acid and 11 per cent. potash, altogether worth about $18.00 per
ton, as fertilizers are valued. It can be bought at about the same rates as
cotton seed oil-meal.
These valuations of cotton-seed and linseed meal are their values as
teztilizEm!, when applied directly to the soli, and in comparison WJ.th the
o:rd,inary fertilizers of the market. That is to say, if we can afford to pay
21 cents a pound for nitrate of soda, $32.00 per ton for bone meal, or $17.08
per ton for Oha.'rleston :rock, or 4! cents per pound for actual pt>tash, then
we can afford to bur cotton-seed meal at 826 00~ and linseed meal at
$18.00 to be used directly as fertilizers. But it is esti:rnated by competent
authority that if these substances be fed to animals and the manure
properly saved two-thUds of their value as fertilizers will be recovered in
the manure. If properly fed their full cost will be recovered in the growth
Qr produce of the a.ni~ and the manure willl;le clea.r profit.
The prices tha~ have boell. quoted, except where othefWJ.se stated,

.., re"Wl pn.-~ wli~re 1J:ta~ ate \(.)ugb.t in car-load lo~ a. consider.
lble :lfldtlatJoa "'- tWa ~ e&n pneall.y be t'btab:l.ecl.
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Out of these and similiar materials the fertilizer manufacturers compound the goods whiCh they sell under various brands. In many car,es
theoe manufacturers are s1mply mixera; they buy iu var~ous forms the
materials containing nitrogen, phosphoric a01d and potash, and mix them.
together in various proportwns in order to get a fertilizer that shall show
a desued proportion of these substances when analyzed by ihe chem1:.t.
By buying in large quantity and selling at reta1l, they are able to make as
profit the difference between wholesale and retail prices. But they have
another source of profit, as the analyses of the State Board of Agriculture
show that our fertilizer manufacturers are selling ammonia at an average
of 17 to 19 cents per pound, equivalent to 20 to 24 cents for mtrogen; but
nitrogen can be bought m nitrate of soda at 15 cents per pound.
From what has been said it will he seen that if the farmers of a neighborhood were to join together, purchase their materials by the car load for
cash, and do the1r own mixing, they might very materially reduce the
cost to themselves.
It rhould be distinctly understood that it is the nitrogen, phosphoric
acid and potash contained that gives value to a fertilizer. All else is mere
dross, and the brand upon the sack is worthless, except as a guarantee
that the percentages of these substances claimed are actually to be found
within.
I

THE EFFECT .AND USE OF THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENT!> OF A FERTILIZER.

PhoBplwric actd seems to exert its princ1pal effect in stimulating a.
vigorous growth in th$ young plant. As has already been stated, the fall
growth of wheat on the plots to "fhich superphosph.a.te had been applied,
was apparently double that on the unfertilized plots, or where potash only
had been used. This supt>riOJ:' growth may undoubtedly, in many cases,
enable the plant to endure the winter better, and it is not at all incredible that there may be cases in which the application of phosphate in the
fall may save the crop fror;nalmost total destruction. The records of straw
yield given in this bulletin, are incontestible evidence on this point.
Another effect of phosphoric acid is to ,intensify the red color of the
straw in purple-strawed varieties of wheat. We have also noticed the
same effect on com, but m both wheat and com the early growth of plants
manured with phosphoric acid, is tall and spindling rather than stocky.
Phosphoric acid also hastens the maturity of the grain. The wheat
dressed with superphosphate ripens two or three days earlier than that
not so treated.
Niirogrm as nitra.te, producea a dark colored, luxuriant growth of vegetation. The deeper color of wheat or oatla growing on plots treated. Wlth

nitra.te of 1011a. becomes ma.nifes1i witllin a. week or two after the nitra.ta
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is apphed, and intensifies until the crop begin& to ripen. Not only is the
color deeper, but the blades are broader, and the foliage every way more
l u:xurian t.
Nitrat-e of soda. seems to have no e:ffect upon the ripening of the grain,
neither hastening nor retarding it.
Pota-sh, on the soil of the Station farm, seems to have no effect on
wheat. Throughout the growing season the plots dressed with potash
alone, or potaoh with nitrate are indistinguishable !rom those unfertilized
or fertilized with nitrate only. In the Rothamsted experiments, a larger
yield is obtained when potash is added to phosphoric acid and nitroge~;
but our soil seems not to have reached the point where potash is of any
service.
From what has been said it will readily be seen that the practice of
using phosphoric acid on wheat in the fall is the correct one, if any use
of purchased fertilizers is justifiable. This practice is further justifierl hy
the fact that phosphoric acid i& not readily washed out of the soil, but is
changed into insoluble combinations, and what may not be used in the
fall will be available in the spring, and what is left by one crop will be
held for the next.
Nitrogen, however, in the forms in which it is found in fertilizers, is
not held by the soil in this way, but is liable, and in factsureto be largely
washed out and carried away by the rains and drainage waters of the
winter. Ammonia does not waste so readily &~ nitrate, and the ammonia
found in raw bone or s1aughter-house refuse might possibly be used in
very small quantities in the fall; but the chief functiOn of nitrogen is to
carry forward and perfect the later growth of the plant, and for this purpose no known carrier of nitrogen is more effective than nitrate of soda,
which is a coarse salt, easily soluble m water,and very convenient to apply
as a top dressing in the spring, when it is sown broadcast by hand, after
spring growth has well started.
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